
 

 

REVIEWS FOR POBBY AND DINGAN 

 

 

The Edinburgh Theatre Review 

“... a touching story without pretensions...  the overall performance is totally engaging” 

Helen Cloete 

 

The Scotsman 

“... a richly fulfilling experience for everyone” 

Joyce MacMillan 

 

The Herald 

“A real beaut, in anyone’s lingo” 

Five Stars **** 

Mary Brennan 

 

Edinburgh Spotlight 

“A wonderfully staged performance that resonates with children and adults alike” 

Four Stars **** 

 

Sunday Herald 

“Catherine Wheels have created an affecting contemplation on love and loss” 

Mark Brown 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Edinburgh Theatre Review  

Helene Cloete for The Edinburgh Theatre Review 

Lightning Ridge is a small mining town deep in the Australian Outback. The residents mostly have 

opal on the brain, but young Kellyanne is different. She spends her days playing with her imaginary 

friends, Pobby and Dingan, much to the annoyance of her brother, Ashmol. But when Kellyanne's 

friends go missing and she becomes gravely ill, Ashmol is determined to find them for her. 

Ashmol is the narrator of the story, and he is superbly played by Scott Turnbull. It is a joy to see an 

adult actor playing a child without cliché or a patronising manner. Ros Sydney and Damien Warren-

Smith, who play the parents also perform well, each also taking on various small roles. The fourth 

cast member is Ashley Smith, who of course plays Kellyanne. She displays excellent focus, and the 

overall performance is totally engaging. 

The play is based on the novel of the same title by Ben Rice. It is a touching story without 

pretensions, and it is easy to see why it has been popular since it's publication. It was also the basis 

for the 2006 film Opal Dream. Rob Evans's adaptation for the stage works very well; the dialogue, 

the staging and the effects are all well thought-out and works towards the story coming across in all 

its wonderful subtlety. 

The really appealing thing about Pobby and Dingan is that it doesn't treat it's audience as idiots, 

something both the adults and the children watching it seemed to appreciate. Even the setting 

attests to this. Gill Robertson, who directed this production for Catherine Wheels resisted the 

modern trend for trying to make a setting 'universal'. This play is very clearly set in Australia, and 

even people who have not been there, or children with only a vague idea about Australia, get it. 

All the elements for great theatre are present, including a fantastic integrated set designed by Karen 

Tennent. In fact all the technical aspects are spot-on to make this one of the best children's play in 

recent years. Which is not to say that adults would not enjoy it. Indeed, hardly anyone can avoid 

being touched by this unassuming story which sends such a clear message without ever being 

preachy. It deals with all the big topics: Love, death and money, but it does so on a personal level to 

which anyone can relate. 

 

 

 



 

 

Joyce MacMillan for The Scotsman 

Over at the Traverse this week, meanwhile, the much-admired Catherine Wheels     company – one 

of Scotland's top theatre groups for children – are continuing their current tour of Pobby and 

Dingan, a new stage version by Rob Evans of the award-winning children's story by Australian-based 

writer Ben Rice. Set in the remote outback mining town of Lightning Ridge, this 80-minute show tells 

the story of young Ashmol Williamson, his sister Kellyanne, and her two imaginary friends, Pobby 

and Dingan, who go missing one day, causing Kellyanne to take to her bed with what seems like a 

broken heart. 

 

Pobby and Dingan is a strange story, which resolutely refuses to follow a classic sentimental pattern. 

Ashmol's quest is successful, yet he loses his prize; everyone in town behaves as if Pobby and Dingan 

are real, yet only a few believe in the right kind of way. Yet what emerges from Gill Robertson's 

beautiful production – which marshals music (by David Paul Jones), puppetry, and all the visual 

resources of theatre, to evoke the physical and social landscape of Lightning Ridge, and to tell this 

complex story, with a cast of just four – is a really moving meditation on the power of imagination to 

conjure what is not conventionally real, and to recreate what has gone.  

 

There's some fine acting here, from Scott Turnbull, Ashley Smith, Damien Warren-Smith and Ros 

Sydney. If the show's concerns are perhaps a shade too deep for younger children, it's a richly 

fulfilling experience for everyone over seven or eight, and for adult audiences, too. 

http://thescotsman.scotsman.com/features/Theatre-reviews-DinnerladiesPobby-and-

DinganHeaven.6121543.jp 

 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

Herald Scotland 

Tuesday 2 March 2010 

Pobby and Dingan, Brunton Theatre, Musselburgh 

Mary Brennan 

Published on 1 Mar 2010 

The sharp intake of breath at the end was from the little girl. 

Her mum, like many of the adults in the audience, was blinking back tears. Surely, after everything 

young Ashmol had done for his kid sister – and frankly the requests concerning her imaginary friends 

had been increasingly fantastical and downright embarrassing for Ashmol – she would get better... 

wouldn’t she? 

But there’s a gritty, uncompromising edge to Pobby and Dingan that refuses to sugar-coat the gut-

wrenching moment when a 12-year-old Aussie boy leaves his childhood behind – loses gung-ho 

naiveté, perhaps, but acquires something truly enriching: an understanding that hope, love, family 

bonds, and the kindness of strangers are more valuable than the opals mined in Lightning Ridge.  

It’s quite a learning curve for Ashmol. And for the 8+ age group that this vividly staged, astutely-

nuanced Catherine Wheels     production – directed by Gill Robertson, designed by Karen Tennant, 

soundscore by David Paul Jones – has in its sights. But as Ashmol himself says at the start, his story is 

a good one, and Rob Evans’s adaptation of the original book (by Ben Rice) has a feisty energy that 

honours that claim.  

Scott Turnbull’s adolescent Ashmol has a rough and tumble charm, a forthright honesty, that swiftly 

draws you into the family turmoils that, unlike Pobby and Dingan, are all too real.  

The rest of the cast – Ashley Smith, Ros Sydney and Damien Warren-Smith – ensure that Lightning 

Ridge’s collection of opal-dreaming oddballs spark Ashmol’s adventure with dashes of daft humour, 

scary hostility and ultimately an uplifting spirit of community in times of loss and heartbreak.  

A real beaut, in anyone’s lingo. 

Star rating: **** 



 

 

  



 

 

 




